An effective urethane system for light rail transit applications

“440” Rail Grout
PLP® Special Industries Products

“440” Rail Grout offers superb protective qualities, ease of application, and can be formulated for your needs.

**Make Up**

“440” Rail Grout 70A is a flexible grout used for absorbing vibration and insulating electrical energy. It is a two component, liquid applied modified urethane elastomer. Extremely effective for the undersealing of rails in light rail transit systems, it can also be used in a variety of construction, power distribution and military applications.

**Ease of Application**

Application of “440” Rail Grout is simple, convenient and accurate. Simply mix the pre-weighed components and pour into the channel by the rail. It can be applied to existing concrete surfaces or new concrete. In addition, it can be used on metal substrates.

**Strict Safety Standards**

Adhering to strict safety standards, “440” Rail Grout meets all requirements of California Proposition #65 Toxic Environment Act. In addition, it fulfills all chemical list requirements of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Toxicology, International Agency for Cancer Research and Occupational Safety Health Administration (OSHA).

PLP follows rigid quality control standards designed to assure customers of consistent product quality.

**Custom Formulization**

“440” Rail Grout offers aesthetic benefits as well. PLP can customize the compound to your specific application requirements. Let PLP know your application and it will work with you to best meet your needs.

**Support and Experience**

Preformed Line Products’ Urethane Division is backed by 70 years of superior product performance and exceptional customer service. Our experienced research and engineering group is structured to provide technical support at all phases of the project. The manufacturing facility is one of the largest of its type in the world, utilizing state-of-the-art chemical compounding technology.

For more information on “440” Rail Grout and other urethane compounds, contact Preformed Line Products today.

**Features**

- Liquid applied urethane elastomer ensures an easy, accurate application
- Insulates against electrical energy, preventing stray current problems
- Absorbs vibration for a smoother ride and helps minimize track wear
- Custom formulations available, created to meet specific application requirements
- Follows chemical list requirements and strict safety standards